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Short Ghost Story Using Adjectives And Adverbs
This carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest
digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Novels & Novellas:
Uncle Silas The Cock and Anchor The House by the Church-Yard Wylder's Hand
Guy Deverell The Tenants of Malory Haunted Lives The Wyvern Mystery
Checkmate Willing to Die The Haunted Baronet Spalatro Short Story Collections:
In a Glass Darkly: Green Tea The Familiar Mr Justice Harbottle The Room in the
Dragon Volant Carmilla The Purcell Papers: The Ghost and the Bone-Setter The
Fortunes of Sir Robert Ardagh The Last Heir of Castle Connor The Drunkard's
Dream Passage in the Secret History of an Irish Countess The Bridal of
Carrigvarah Strange Event in the Life of Schalken the Painter Scraps of
Hibernian Ballads Jim Sulivan's Adventures in the Great Snow A Chapter in the
History of a Tyrone Family An Adventure of Hardress Fitzgerald The Quare
Gander Billy Maloney's Taste of Love and Glory Madam Crowl's Ghost and Other
Tales of Mystery: Madam Crowl's Ghost Squire Toby's Will Dickon the Devil The
Child That Went with the Fairies The White Cat of Drumgunniol An Account of
Some Strange Distrubances in Aungier Street Ghost Stories of Chapelizod
Wicked Captain Walshawe, of Wauling Sir Dominick's Bargain Ultor de Lacy The
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Vision of Tom Chuff Stories of Lough Guir Other Tales: The Evil Guest The
Watcher Laura Silver Bell The Murdered Cousin The Mysterious Lodger An
Authentic Narrative of a Haunted House The Dead Sexton A Debt of Honor
Devereux's Dream Catherine's Quest Haunted Pichon and Sons The Phantom
Fourth The Spirit's Whisper Dr. Feversham's Story The Secret of the Two Plaster
Casts What Was It? Poetry Biography Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu (1814-1873)
was an Irish writer of Gothic tales and mystery novels. He was a leading ghoststory writer of the nineteenth century and was central to the development of the
genre in the Victorian era.
Written to support the National Literacy Framework at Key Stage 2, this teacher's
book is intended for the teaching of extracts from literature. The design and
typeface used reflect the style and age of the piece of writing.
This work describes the ideological, intellectual, and literary role of ghost stories
in late Renaissance France. It takes in prominent literary figures as well as lesser
known tracts and pamphlets to shed light on the beliefs, fears, and desires of a
period on the threshold of modernity.
The Skills in English series is designed to cover all the National Curriculum
requirements using a wide range of texts. The student book focuses on reading,
writing, speaking and listening skills. It provides differentiated activities that
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integrate word, sentence and text-level objectives.
This book explores Victorian and modernist haunted houses in female-authored
ghost stories as representations of the architectural uncanny. It reconsiders the
gendering of the supernatural in terms of unease, denial, disorientation,
confinement and claustrophobia within domestic space. Drawing on spatial
theory by Gaston Bachelard, Henri Lefebvre and Elizabeth Grosz, it analyses the
reoccupation and appropriation of space by ghosts, women and servants as a
means of addressing the opposition between the past and modernity. The
chapters consider a range of haunted spaces, including ancestral mansions,
ghostly gardens, suburban villas, Italian churches and houses subject to
demolition and ruin. The ghost stories are read in the light of women’s nonfictional writing on architecture, travel, interior design, sacred space, technology,
the ideal home and the servant problem. Women writers discussed include
Elizabeth Gaskell, Margaret Oliphant, Vernon Lee, Edith Wharton, May Sinclair
and Elizabeth Bowen. This book will appeal to students and researchers in the
ghost story, Female Gothic and Victorian and modernist women’s writing, as well
as general readers with an interest in the supernatural.
Death is at once a universal and everyday, but also an extraordinary experience
in the lives of those affected. Death and bereavement are thereby intensified at
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(and frequently contained within) certain sites and regulated spaces, such as the
hospital, the cemetery and the mortuary. However, death also affects and unfolds
in many other spaces: the home, public spaces and places of worship, sites of
accident, tragedy and violence. Such spaces, or Deathscapes, are intensely
private and personal places, while often simultaneously being shared, collective,
sites of experience and remembrance; each place mediated through the
intersections of emotion, body, belief, culture, society and the state. Bringing
together geographers, sociologists, anthropologists, cultural studies academics
and historians among others, this book focuses on the relationships between
space/place and death/ bereavement in 'western' societies. Addressing three
broad themes: the place of death; the place of final disposition; and spaces of
remembrance and representation, the chapters reflect a variety of scales ranging
from the mapping of bereavement on the individual or in private domestic space,
through to sites of accident, battle, burial, cremation and remembrance in public
space. The book also examines social and cultural changes in death and
bereavement practices, including personalisation and secularisation. Other social
trends are addressed by chapters on green and garden burial, negotiating
emotion in public/ private space, remembrance of violence and disaster, and
virtual space. A meshing of material and 'more-than-representational' approaches
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consider the nature, culture, economy and politics of Deathscapes - what are in
effect some of the most significant places in human society.
Tammy and Jessica were best friends. They loved to go exploring together. Then
one day they found a tree house deep in the forest. It was a great tree house, but
something didn’t feel right. It was almost as if the tree house was haunted.
Tammy and Jessica ran from the tree house, only to find themselves at a small
clearing in the woods. Facing them was an old cabin, and an even older woman.
Find out what happened to Tammy and Jessica in this short, but creepy tale.
Ages 9 and up. This book is also included in the compilation Scary Ghost Stories.
Buy seven stories for the price of four! Educational Versions have exercises
designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the
value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute
Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to
mysteries, to books of knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child by having
them read for 15 minutes a day.
Motivating Teen and Preteen Readers: How Teachers and Parents Can Lead the
Way contains over 1,000 diverse, original, fun, creative, absurd, challenging
questions on reading that will inspire adolescent reading lives from the inside out.
The four books of questions contained in this volume are designed to help kids
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help themselves find their ways to a desire to read.
Four Corners is an integrated four-skills English course for adults and young
adults. Four Corners Full Contact with Self-study CD-ROM, Level 3 includes four
key components of the Four Corners series: Student's Book, Workbook, Video
Activity Sheets, and Self-study CD-ROM.
The first few years of teaching are critical to the professional development of
effective English teachers. In these crucial years, new teachers establish their
identities, learn the ins and outs of the curriculum, acclimate to unfamiliar
communities, and cope with student behaviors that they never expected. All of
this can be daunting for novice teachers. This book can help. The stories within
are written by English teachers in the early stages of their careers. In their
carefully crafted narratives, teachers offer practical strategies, professional
insights, and a wealth of tips for surviving the first years in the classroom. The
narratives are grouped into thematic chapters with brief introductions of key
terms, helpful learning activities, and provocative discussion questions, all
intended to foster critical conversation about beginning a career teaching English.
In a time when many teachers leave the profession too soon, Early Career
English Teachers in Action gives voice to those who have decided to stay. More
importantly, this book validates teacher narratives as a powerful way of
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understanding what happens inside of the classroom—a way that provides more
authentic evidence of learning than standardized test scores will ever supply.
Who was the mysterious pilot hanging around the flight room. What did he want?
No one really knew. Then one day Captain Albacore collapsed. As a fellow pilot,
someone was duty bound to visit him in the hospital and I drew the short straw.
But I wasn’t prepared for the request he made of me, or how that request would
turn out. Read this short, but creepy tale to find out who Captain Albacore is and
what he wants. Ages 9 and up. Educational Versions have exercises designed to
meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of
children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give
children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to
books of knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for
15 minutes a day.
The Teacher Book is the key to the successful implementation of Nelson
Grammar. A full glossary of grammatical terms and guidance on key terms and
usage are contained within it. Clear and practical teaching points and answers to
all of the pupil book and copymaster exercises are contained within the Teacher
Book.
“Is there any decent place to stop between here and the mountains?” I asked
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the storekeeper. “You can pretty much camp anywhere along the way,” he said.
“The Indians are pretty friendly here abouts.” “If you’re at all concerned about
making it over the mountains, though, I suggest you stop at old lady Williams’
place at the base of the mountains.” “What’s so special about Old lady
Williams’ place,” Charlie asked. “Well, don’t laugh at me for saying so, but that
old lady can tell the future. Some say it’s in her bones. Some say she talks to
spirits. Either way, she seems to know when it’s safe to cross the pass and when
it isn’t. You’d do best to listen to her.” I smiled to myself. Living out in the middle
of nowhere could really play with a man’s head. Imagine believing in ghosts!
Find out what happens to this wagon train in this short, but creepy tale. Ages 9
and up. Educational Versions have exercises designed to meet Common Core
standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing
reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun,
exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of
knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15
minutes a day.
"A fascinating history of a wonderful old theatre." - Hume Cronyn In September of
1901 London’s New Grand Opera House flung open its doors. Boasting a
beautiful interior design, and with the most modern stage equipment available,
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the theatre was large enough to accommodate over 1,700 patrons and the
largest touring shows of the time. With impresario Ambrose J. Small at the helm,
a new era in theatrical entertainment began. Throughout the next hundred years,
the Grand Theatre hosted everything from stock companies to minstrel shows,
from vaudeville to star-studded productions. The celebrated amateur theatre
company, London Little Theatre, made The Grand its home for decades. As
Canadian theatre came into its own in the 1970s, The Grand embraced
professional theatre status. Throughout all these changes The Grand has
remained London’s "Grand Old Lady of Richmond Street." Legendary
performers from the past, including the Marks Brothers, Anna Pavlova and John
Gielgud have graced its vast stage, as have such contemporary stage stars as
Hume Cronyn, William Hutt and Martha Henry. This extensively researched book,
lavishly illustrated, lovingly documents the life of The Grand. Theatre stories from
every decade of The Grand’s colourful life abound throughout. To read this book
is to come to know London’s Grand Theatre in all its architectural splendour and
its legacy in Canadian theatre history.
Updated and revised with more examples and expanded discussions, this second
edition continues the aim of providing teachers with a solid understanding of the use
and function of grammatical structures in American English. The book avoids jargon
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and presents essential grammatical structures clearly and concisely. Dr. DeCapua
approaches grammar from a descriptive rather than a prescriptive standpoint,
discussing differences between formal and informal language, and spoken and written
English. The text draws examples from a wide variety of authentic materials to illustrate
grammatical concepts. The many activities throughout the book engage users in
exploring the different elements of grammar and in considering how these elements
work together to form meaning. Users are encouraged to tap into their own, often
subconscious, knowledge of grammar to consciously apply their knowledge to their own
varied teaching settings. The text also emphasizes the importance of understanding
grammar from the perspective of English language learners, an approach that allows
teachers to better appreciate the difficulties these learners face. Specific areas of
difficulties for learners of English are highlighted throughout.
The night started out just great. I’d gone to a scary movie with some friends, and Mary
Lou Pendergrass had cuddled up to me all night long. Then I started walking home
through the field. That’s when my luck changed. Suddenly I was being followed, but not
by anything human. Would I ever make it home safely? Read this short, but creepy tale
to find out. Ages 9 and up. Educational Versions have exercises designed to meet
Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children
practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of
fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge.
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Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
This revised and updated edition offers a fresh, unique approach to teaching creative
writing. It contains models of writing from popular children's authors Jaqueline Wilson,
Philip Pullman, David Almond and Roger McGough. Photocopiable resources for
teachers are included.
Enjoy this carefully crafted horror boxed set, jam-packed with dark mysteries and
twilight tales. The book is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed
table of contents: Novels: Black Magic Julia Roseingrave The Crime of Laura Sarelle
The Spectral Bride The Man with the Scales Moss Rose So Evil My Love Short Stories:
The Last Bouquet—Some Twilight Tales: The Last Bouquet Madam Spitfire The Fair
Hair of Ambrosine The Hidden Ape Elsie's Lonely Afternoon The Lady Clodagh The
Sign-Painter and the Crystal Fishes Raw Material The Bishop of Hell and Other Stories:
Florence Flannery Kecksies The Avenging of Ann Leete The Bishop of Hell The Crown
Derby Plate The Grey Chamber The Housekeeper The Extraordinary Adventure of Mr.
John Proudie Other Twilight Tales: The Breakdown Scoured Silk One Remained
Behind Half-Past Two The House by the Poppy Field Ann Mellor's Lover The Folding
Doors Dark Ann A Stranger Knocked Decay Brent's Folly They Found My Grave A Poor
Spanish Lodging Twilight The Extraordinary Adventure of Grace Endicott The Burning
of the Vanities Giuditta's Wedding Night Petronilla of the Laurel Trees
Includes 35,000 entries, with photographs, illustrations, and maps, as well as word
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histories, spelling notes, and cultural- and gender-inclusive definitions.
Meet the ghosts, werewolves, and spooky creatures who inhabit this book: A persistent
ghost who refuses to give up the woman he loves, even though she doesn’t love him!
A woman who insists on haunting a ghost! A spooky house visited by two daring young
trick-or-treaters. A werewolf visiting a small, but suspicious town. A haunted bicycle.
And more! This set of seven spooky ghost stories all have a twist of humor, or a
surprise ending meant to tickle the fancy. Educational Versions have exercises
designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value
of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give
children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books
of knowledge. Many of these books are suitable for hi-lo readers. Open the world of
reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Contributed essays.
Out in the Atlantic lies an island shaped like a huge footprint with amputated toes. A ridge of
mountains runs the length of the island. On one side the island is covered with a beautiful
town. Mansions dot the hillsides and once beautiful gardens stretch out before them. But all the
inhabitants of these wondrous homes reside on the other side of the island. If you look over the
crest of the hills, you will see the vast expanse of a graveyard stretching from one end of the
island to the other. For this is the Isle of Death. Find out what happened in this short, but
creepy tale. Ages 9 and up. Educational Versions have exercises designed to meet Common
Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15
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minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read,
from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child
by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Probes the character's impact on popular culture and feminism
When we got to the end of the street, we tried to think of where to go trick or treating next. “I
think we should go to Cedar Street,” Carrie said. “Why Cedar Street?” I asked. “Those are
small houses, not rich ones.” “Yeah,” Carrie answered. “But they are close together. We can
hit more houses in less time.” I had to admit she had a point. “OK,” I agreed with her.
Suddenly I saw a lane branching off from the end of the turn-around. “What’s that?” I asked.
Carrie stared at it in the darkness. The lane quickly disappeared into a mass of trees. “There’s
a sign,” she said. “And there’s a light on the sign,” I added. “And a pumpkin decoration
beneath it!” We hurried forward. “Wrong Way Round Hall,” she read. Find out what happens
to these two brave trick or treaters in this creepy tale of horror. Ages 9 and up. Educational
Versions Include exercises designed to meet Common Core Standards. LearningIsland.com
believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute
Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to
books of knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a
day.
The scarecrow in the Williams’s field was certainly scary, and not just to crows. Bobby
couldn’t say why exactly he found it as scary as he did. He just did. He told himself it was only
some material filled with straw, but avoided going near it, all the same. He preferred it if he
didn’t have to even think about it. The scarecrow had been there forever, or so it seemed. It
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had certainly been there as long as he’d been around, and as far as Bobby was concerned
that was forever enough. Find out what happens when Bobby is forced to go into the cornfield
and face the scarecrow in this short but creepy tale. Ages 9 and up. Educational Versions have
exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the
value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give
children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of
knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
This flexible resource contains lesson plans and worksheets to inspire pupils of poetry and
literature. A choice alternative to past exam paper practice. >
Each of the four levels comprises about 80 hours of class work, with additional time for the selfstudy work. The Teacher's Book contains all the pages from the Classroom Book, with
interleaved teaching notes including optional activities to cater for different abilities. There is a
video to accompany the Beginner, Pre-intermediate and Intermediate levels. Each video
contains eight stimulating and entertaining short programmes, as well as a booklet of
photocopiable activities. Free test material is available in booklet and web format for Beginner
and Pre-intermediate levels. Visit www.cambridge.org/elt/liu or contact your local Cambridge
University Press representative.
A fully updated second edition of Sue Cowley's practical guide which provides a range of
effective strategies for developing children's writing in the classroom. Written with her usual
practicality, humour and optimism, Sue Cowley guides colleagues through all the stages of
teaching writing - from motivating students to want to write through to helping them shape,
structure and correct their work. This new edition contains two new chapters: one which will be
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of particular interest to primary teachers and the other concentrating on ways of developing
writing right across the curriculum.

"Ah, this one was going to be easy," Martin thought to himself. "A single woman living
alone." He had haunted families, bachelors, and old maids before. None of them lasted
more than a week. He had his favorites, of course. There was the young lad whose
family refused to believe he had seen a ghost! They kept hollering at him and insisting
there was no such thing when he was right there behind them the whole time, plain as
day! When they finally turned around, their jaws dropped. All he had to do was utter a
simple "Boo" and they ran screaming in terror from the house. They even left all their
things behind. Not that he had any use for them, but it was a nice gesture, he thought.
Gave him something else to throw at people who moved in. He didn't like throwing his
own things. After all, they were his prized possessions. He had had them in the house
when he lived there. And he still lived there, just not in an earthly form. Find out what
happens to the new owner of this haunted house in this short by creepy tale. Ages 9
and up. Educational Versions have exercises designed to meet Common Core
standards. LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children practicing reading for
15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to
read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Open the world of
reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a day.
Four Corners is an integrated four-skills English course for adults and young adults.
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Four Corners Student's Book A with Self-study CD-ROM, Level 3 is designed for low
intermediate students requiring a thorough presentation of basic grammar, vocabulary,
and functional language. Units 1-6 cover high-interest topics such as style, interesting
lives, our world, personalities, and the environment. In Four Corners, multiple speaking
activities in every lesson tied to measurable outcomes help students and teachers see
the results of their learning. Additional 'Keep Talking' activities help students develop
fluency. As with other levels of Four Corners, an extensive set of print and electronic
course components is available to help develop students' communication and
confidence.
The ship came into the harbor, running full out in front of a storm. No one thought she’d
make it, but she did. But then the town discovered that there was no one on board. She
was called the Providence. It was a fitting name, for she brought Providence to our
town, and much, much more to the widow Mabel Priory. Read this short, but creepy tale
to find out what Mabel did with this ghostly ship. Ages 9 and up. Educational Versions
have exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com
believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our
15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories,
to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child by having
them read for 15 minutes a day.
I had found it! This house was the perfect place to write the great American novel. I
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tumbled into bed, anxious to start the next day. Within half an hour, I was awake again.
The sounds were back. I got up and peered out the window. That’s when I saw it. In
the ghostly light of a half moon shining through the darkness, I saw a young girl
chopping at the trunk of a huge oak tree behind the house. She was only about five or
six years old, wearing a tattered dress that was soaked in the rain. The rain masked her
tears, but I could see by the expression on her face that she was crying. With a small
ax, that was more like a hatchet, she was chopping and chopping at the huge trunk of
the tree. Why is the child chopping at the tree, and what secrets does it hold inside?
Find out in this chilling ghost story. Ages 9 and up. Educational Versions have
exercises designed to meet Common Core standards. LearningIsland.com believes in
the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our 15-Minute Books
give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to
books of knowledge. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15
minutes a day.
Grammar Works 2 provides upper-elementary grammar practice for young students.
For students from 10-12 years upwards, Grammar Works is a series of three lively,
colourful workbooks designed to supplement and consolidate the grammar content of a
course book. This book is ideal for teachers' teaching at Level 1.
Four Corners is an integrated four-skills English course for adults and young adults.
The interleaved Four Corners Teacher's Edition with Assessment Audio CD/CD-ROM,
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Level 3 features complete teaching instructions, optional activities, photocopiable video
activity sheets, video teaching notes, audio and video scripts, language summaries,
and Student Book and Workbook answer keys. The Assessment CD-ROM provides a
complete assessment program, including oral and written quizzes, as well as unit tests
in printable PDF and Microsoft Word® formats.
Schlüssig und ansprechend zu schreiben, ist schon in der Muttersprache nicht einfach.
Im Englischen steigt der Schwierigkeitsgrad noch einmal an. Mit kreativen und
vielfältigen Schreibaufgaben werden Schüler ermuntert, sich auf Englisch
auszudrücken. Die Schüler arbeiten an eigenen "writing projects" und bekommen
konkrete Materialien und Tipps zur Überarbeitung ihrer Texte an die Hand. Sie lernen,
angeleitet kleine Geschichten zu schreiben und mithilfe von Adjektiven und
Konjunktionen Sätze ausdrucksstärker zu machen. So wird das Lehrplanthema "Texte
schreiben" sinnvoll vertieft und variiert. Beurteilungshilfen ermöglichen es Ihnen, die
Texte zeitsparend und transparent zu bewerten.
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